
GOLD MINER OSCILLATOR  
Boxed-In or Break-Out ?    3/31/14

 Lets cut to the chase. We are on a bounce but its not the 
final move, IMO.  I think each pix is worth 1K words.
This is the state of the PM Market, bouncing & basing.
Going for support from which the next rally will emerge.  

Short term down on Base, Intermediate Term down from top, Long term UP.

 

If we go back 10 
yrs to 2003 we now see that 
the Ultra Long Term Secular 
Trend (Monthly) we see it 
carries the other two UP.  'Nuf 
said.
  

 From the GDX P & F chart you 
see how “based-out” this 
move from December is

We also what a 
fabulous DROP 
ZONE we are in.
Likely, IMO, that we 
bounce around 
some more, maybe 
one more low.  The 
trick here is to 
TRADE the
 trade-able moves 
and not over-stay 
them.  Soon enuf, 

bigger moves will come your way.   Now, what stocks are we gonna 
ride this bull with??   Maybe we should look at the stocks that stood 
up best against this last decline from Mid-March:
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This is what those stocks look like:

I counted about 30+ stocks 
in this weeks PPP that were 
above their 50 DMA's, had 
good accumulation, and 
about 1/3 of them on 60 

Min charts stealth 
breakouts, as well as that 

many already in daily 
breakouts.

A bunch more where they 
came from as well in 60 

min Stealth configs.

Given the GIMBO Oscillator, 
Intermediate and Long Term appearing 
previous, plus the Ultra Long Term 
( Monthly) of the XAU, it is easy to 
visualize the Gold Miner Indexes pretty 
much boxed into a Mexican Standoff 
during the Month of April, until they 
can build that support and base from 
which a new rally will emerge as late 
as 2nd week in May.

The flip side of that for the 
Savvy and Aware investors is to set some Snares in the form of Limit Orders for stocks they want to acquire 
before the next rally bursts forth.

               Find Juniors, Micro-Caps, Break Outs, and some stocks of which you have never heard.  
All human 100% 24/7, no algos, we are here to help you PROFIT NOW !

If you want this level of savvy and insight, straight talk, and plain dealing, you may want to 
subscribe to PEAK PICKS.

  SUBSCRIBE HERE & NOW !        NO RISK          U$D 33.97 mo'ly, no contract,  satisfaction guarantee 

immediate refund upon request, no questions asked ! This week we will have our special 
report on the next rallies potential stars, like the ones above.

 IF any of our Subscription Links fail to connect, please go to my BLOG 

DENALIGUIDESUMMIT.BLOGSPOT.CA    

   “A good plan executed NOW is better than a perfect plan executed at some indefinite time in the future” ~ 
Gen.George S.Patton Jr.

Your welcome to stop by the blog and sign up for the remaining spots on our Webinars for next month and 
our Webchats as well. 
information contained is for instructional &   educational purposes only.  Investors are  responsible for their own decisions &   
due diligence. Publisher and associates may have positions in the stocks herein Copyright 2014  Denaliguide , all rights 
reserved 
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 DENALIGUIDE'S

 STRAIGHT TALK 

OUR DGS MISSION STATEMENT:

 To provide our subscribers with the clearest, 
easiest to use, most timely selections for profit.

OUR DGS STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

We strive to treat everyone as we would wish to be treated.

We embrace simplicity.

We understand that our freedom lies between the moment of stimulus and response.

WE PROMISE TO:

KEEP OUR SUBSCRIBERS WELFARE PARAMOUNT.

MAINTAIN OUR OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE.

ONLY ACCEPT ANY FORM OF COMPENSATION FROM OUR SUBCRIBERS.

THREE KEY QUALTIES WE FEEL ARE ESSENTIAL TO OUR WORK:
        SIMPLCITY DISCIPLINE FLEXIBILITY

HOW WE OPERATE:

1.  WE observe and maintain STOPS 100% of the time, mental, straight or 
sliding.

This is absolutely mandatory to preserve capital, hedge, and eliminate mistakes.. 

2. We   KEEP IT STRAIGHT & SIMPLE   K.I.S.S.   Acquiring / Disposing.

  The stocks you acquire and dispose of,  are inanimate and fluctuate I price.

The have no other qualities.  So we don`t become romantically involved with them.

                        3.   We speculate based on Technical Merit, not public information.

Mechanically WE do the following:

A.   Set BUY LIMIT ORDERS and do NOT chase stocks.

B.   We sell using Technical Measures that indicate danger to longs.

C.    We buy & sell in Pre-Position, before Mass Action Awakens.

 

  

 
“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” Leonardo da Vinci
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